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Introduction 
The objective of this PhD thesis is to dispel two misconceptions related to Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) and discuss the three most important questions about AI. The two 

misconceptions assert that AI is a memoryless function and that AI is pseudoscience. The three 

questions we are going to discuss are “What is AI?”, “How can we create it?” and “What 

consequences will the creation of AI entail?”. 

 

The first misconception describes AI as a memoryless function. This misconception is 

referred to as Full Observability, meaning that AI sees everything it has to and therefore does not 

need to remember anything that has happened before. There are authors who also mention the 

opposite, i.e. Partial Observability, however, this thread has remained vastly unexplored. Most 

researchers assume that the admission of a hidden state (memory) will make the problem highly 

complicated to an extent that it becomes unsolvable. Actually, the case of interest is exactly 

Partial Observability and the refusal to explore this case is a serious mistake.  

Our statement that most authors regard AI as a memoryless function is not accurate 

enough. It would be more precise to say that what they perceive as a memoryless function is the 

trained AI. We can assume that AI is the program which searches for the trained AI (i.e. AI is a 

program which trains itself). The outcome of the learning process is the trained AI, so the 

question of interest is what a trained AI looks like. Most authors examine the set of pairs <x, y> 

(where x is the question and y is the answer). From this set they seek to derive a function which to 

each question x returns the corresponding answer y. This problem is known as interpolation. 

When the search for the interpolating function takes place within the set of neural networks, it is 

referred to as neural networks. 

We are far from underestimating the Neural networks development. This approach has 

produced astonishing results and has thus become the mainstream method in the area of AI. 

Nevertheless, neural networks are limited by the lack of memory which is an important setback. 

The secret of AI hides in the hidden state of the world. If we discard the hidden 

information, we will miss the most interesting part. The basis of AI is the “understanding” of the 

world, and to understand the world we must be able to describe it by means of some language for 

description of worlds. This is the reason why the present PhD thesis will be so much focused on 

discussing various languages for description of the world. The description of the hidden state is 

not unambiguous because there are many possible explanations of the world. We will regard the 

various descriptions as various hypotheses so we can conduct experiments in order to identify the 

correct hypothesis. We can describe the search for various descriptions (hypotheses) with the 

term imagination. Thus, AI without a hidden state is AI without imagination. 

 

The second misconception asserts that AI is pseudoscience, therefore serious 

mathematicians should stay away from it. Indeed, many great mathematicians share this bias. 

Their disbelief is based on the argument that AI is not a well-formalized problem and often times 

the question is not how to solve the problem, but what actually is the problem that has to be 

solved. 

Another reason why AI is looked at with a degree of leniency is that AI tends to be an 

experimental area, while serious mathematicians prefer the purely theoretical areas of 

mathematics. However, modern computers provide ample opportunities for experimentation and 

are used even in purely theoretical areas such as algebra for conducting experiments and for 

testing certain hypotheses. 

The misconception that serious mathematicians should not deal with AI is a serious issue 

since it leads to lagging behind the developments in this area. A similar misconception existed 
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many years ago in respect of cybernetics, which led to serious lagging in the area of computers 

(especially in the former Eastern Bloc countries). 

The negligent attitude to AI is very prevalent among logicians. This is strange because 

mathematical logic is the mathematical discipline closest to AI and is perfectly suitable for use in 

AI. One can say that mathematics is the basis of all exact sciences, while logic is the math of 

mathematics. Each mathematical discipline builds its fundament on logic. 

The logic deals with the nature of proof. What is proof? This is the human way of 

reasoning. But why only human? Machines can also reason and produce proof. This is why logic 

is the area closest to AI and logicians are best placed to conduct in-depth research in this area. 

For each problem there are specialists who are best prepared and most suitable for solving 

this problem. If you want a painting, you will go to a painter. If you want a song, you will go to a 

musician. Mathematicians have proven to be the best ones in programming because their formal 

and abstract reasoning is very helpful in writing programs. The ones best placed to solve the AI 

problem are logicians because they are familiar with the abstractions of different worlds and 

logical formulas, and understand what is a world to be a model of a formula. 

 

The first question is about the AI definition. Almost nobody seems to bother about this 

question! Although there are plethora of books and papers dedicated to AI, the question “What is 

AI” is very rarely raised there. However, let us note two fundamental publications where this 

question is central. These are Wang (1995) and Hutter (2000). We will also note a review article 

written in our institute (Angelova et al., 2021). 

An interesting definition is provided by the Council of Europe (2020): 

 

AI is actually a young discipline of about sixty years, which brings together sciences, theories 

and techniques (including mathematical logic, statistics, probabilities, computational 

neurobiology and computer science) and whose goal is to achieve the imitation by a machine 

of the cognitive abilities of a human being. 

 

The interesting aspect of this definition is the acknowledgement by the Council of Europe 

that mathematical logic is the foundation of AI, although many logicians would disagree with 

that. 

The most widespread AI definition is provided by Turing and is known as the Turing Test 

(Turing, 1950). This is a construct where a human and a computer which imitates a human are 

hidden behind a curtain. If the computer imitates the human so well that we cannot tell it from the 

human, then this is AI. Although the Turing definition is very good, it has one important 

shortcoming. Turing’s definition describes a trained intellect, while we aim to define an untrained 

intellect. For example, a newborn baby is an intellect, but not a trained intellect yet. 

In order to resolve the shortcoming of Turing’s definition, an informal AI definition was 

created in 2000 (Dobrev, 2000). It reads as follows: “AI will be such a program which in an 

arbitrary world will cope not worse than a human.” 

In wording accessible to the general public, the above definition was published in a 

popular-science magazine. That publication is included in the PhD thesis (paragraph 1.1). A few 

years later the same definition was published in a scientific magazine (Dobrev, 2005a). That 

definition has received massive recognition since at present a Google search for “Definition of 

Artificial Intelligence” returns the abovementioned paper as the first result. 

The problem with this definition is that it is not formal. The definition was formalized by 

introducing an intelligence quotient (IQ). Each program is assigned with a number which 

represents its IQ and the AI badge is awarded to the programs whose IQ is sufficiently high. That 

approach formed the basis of a paper published in 2019 (Dobrev, 2019b). That paper is not 
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included in the PhD thesis because it has some shortcomings such as the assumption that the 

length of life and the complexity of the world are limited (i.e. fixed). Another problem is the 

finding that this idea had been developed in earlier publications (Hernández-Orallo et al., 1998) 

and (Hutter, 2000). 

Another approach was adopted a couple of years later (Dobrev, 2022). That other 

approach is included as part of the PhD thesis. What makes the new approach better is that the 

length of life and the complexity of the world are not limited. Another advantage of the new 

approach is the consideration of various languages for description of the world, while the first 

approach considered only the description derived by computable functions. 

 

The second question: The road to creating AI goes through developing a program which 

is capable to “understand” the world and, on the basis of the understanding derived, plan its 

future behavior. “Understanding” the world means describing it by some language for description 

of worlds. That is why the creation of an appropriate language for description of the world is 

crucial to the creation of AI. 

The second part of the PhD thesis is dedicated to the description of such a language, 

which claims to be an appropriate language for description of worlds (Dobrev, 2020c). An 

important part of this language are algorithms. The following is an example of an algorithm: “I 

will wait until the bus comes”. In (Dobrev, 2020c) the author has included a definition of an 

algorithm which generalizes the standard definition of a computable function. The new definition 

describes the algorithm as a sequence of actions which can be executed in an arbitrary world. In 

the special case of a world which consists of an infinite tape and a head that reads from and 

writes on the tape, the algorithm is a Turing machine. 

 

The third and the most important question is about the consequences which the 

creation of AI will entail. This does not seem to be a concern for a very large majority of people. 

In this regard, people are like curious children who play with a box of matches without reckoning 

that this can cause a fire. Few as they are, there are still scientific papers which discuss the future 

that will come on us after the creation of AI. An example of such a paper is Alfonseca et al. 

(2021). Another example is Ivanova et al. (2020) discussing the impact of AI on the labor market 

and how education should change in this regard. 

The fundamental question is: “Is the creation of AI a must-do task for us or can we do 

without it?” The answer is that we do not have the luxury to choose because if we do not create 

AI, someone else will do it instead of us. We had better reckon and get ready for the 

consequences, but with due caution because we do not want to let the spirit run away from the 

bottle. 

We will need the answer to the third question only when we have created AI. This does 

not mean that we should wait until AI comes by and only then start wondering “And now what?”. 

Waiting until the time when the question becomes urgent will be a grave mistake. Once AI is 

here, it will be too late to ponder “And where we go now?”. We should have raised this question 

well before the actual appearance of this machine (i.e. of this program because, as you will see 

below, AI is a program rather than a machine). 

 

The contributions of this PhD thesis: 

 1. The PhD thesis proposes an informal definition of AI which is very widespread 

today (this is the first result returned by Google in response to searches for “Definition of 

Artificial Intelligence”). 

 2. The PhD thesis provides a rigorous mathematical definition of AI. We do not 

claim full credit for the proposed rigorous mathematical definition since it is an improvement of 
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the AI definition initially created by Hernández-Orallo in 1998 (Hernández-Orallo et al., 1998) 

and substantially improved by Marcus Hutter in 2000 (Hutter, 2000). 

 3. The PhD thesis introduces a language for description of worlds such that the 

description can be searched automatically without human assistance. While other languages for 

description of worlds have been created before our language, the advantage of our language is the 

automated search for the description of the world, while the other languages are based on the 

premise that some human being has already understood the world and is now going to describe it 

in the respective language. 

Abstract of the PhD thesis 
The computable functions class is one of the key focus areas of research in mathematical 

logic. Although computable functions are very important for logicians, they have always felt 

there is not enough space for them in this set and have always tried to break loose from its 

bounds. 

For example, in Turing and enumeration degrees of unsolvability logicians add an oracle 

and this is how they expand the set of computable functions. In this PhD thesis we will also use 

oracles, however, these oracles will be different in two aspects: On one hand, there will be less 

oracles because we are only interested in those which help us predict the next few steps. On the 

other hand, we will use unusual oracles which are not considered in enumeration degrees. 

The problem we solve in this PhD thesis is a practical one. We have some function f and 

want to describe it. We will name this f function world and the language by which we will 

describe it will be termed language for description of worlds. The cardinality of these languages 

will be countable, meaning that our languages cannot describe all functions out there. In our 

terminology, the set of functions described by one language will be the interpretation of that 

language. I.e. the problem is to find a description such that the corresponding function in the 

interpretation of the language is proximal to the f function we are looking for. 

We know too little about the f function. All we know is a finite part of this function (lived 

experience). Therefore, it is not impossible to obtain, through the interpretation of some 

language, a function which is proximal to f. The function we will find in this way will be even 

identical with f over lived experience. 

We are not aiming to describe the world just for the sake of getting some description. We 

are looking for a description which will enable us look into the future and see what is going to 

happen after several steps. On the basis of this prediction, we will select the best move. This is 

what makes our oracles unusual. 

For example, one of these unusual oracles is the Enemy. This is an agent who plays 

against us and always chooses the move which will hurt us most. Indeed, the Enemy is a very 

bizarre oracle since it depends on f – the function in which we have embedded it. The Enemy will 

behave differently in different worlds. Actions which are disruptive in a given world may not be 

disruptive or can even be helpful in another world. 

The good thing about Oracle Enemy is that it enables us predict the future. We can use the 

Min-Max algorithm to see a few steps ahead. In this algorithm Min stands for our expectation that 

the Enemy will select the move which will hurt us most, while Max reflects the assumption that 

we will play the moves which are most advantageous to us. 

Another example is the Oracle of Randomness. We can imagine this oracle as a dice 

which returns several possibilities. Each of these possibilities has its own probability. This oracle 

can also be used to predict the future, but we will use the Max-Average algorithm instead of Min-

Max. Here we cannot predict what exactly the oracle will do, but can foresee several potentialities 

and calculate their average. 
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A third example is the Oracle of Noise. This agent is a constant, however in his constancy 

there is some noise. Moreover, the probability of that noise is unknown. In this case we will 

predict the future by considering one and only one possible action of agent Noise with the 

assumption that the prediction may be biased by some noise. 

“What is a language for description of worlds?” This is a question the answer to which 

you will not find in the PhD thesis. What you will find here are only examples of such languages. 

The first chapter of the PhD thesis provides two definitions of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The 

first definition says that AI is a program whose performance will not be worse than that of a 

human being. The second definition is more interesting. It is a formal definition and uses a 

language for description of worlds. 

As a first step, the formal AI definition determines the best performing policy and that 

definition is made on the basis of some language for description of worlds. In the second step AI 

is defined as a computable policy which is sufficiently proximal to the best performing policy. 

The PhD thesis puts forth the proposition that the formal AI definition does not depend on 

the language for description of worlds used for arriving at the definition. That proposition has not 

been proven and probably cannot be proven at all. 

The selected language for description of worlds can be used as a basis for creating a 

program which satisfied the AI definition. Although in theory this program will halt after a finite 

number of steps, in practice it is so inefficient that only an infinitely fast computer would be able 

to run it. 

Before we can create a program which satisfies the AI definition, we need a language for 

description of worlds which enables us predict the future. This is where we bump into the finding 

that not every extension of the set of computable functions is suitable and not every such 

extension will work for us. 

Furthermore, the PhD thesis puts forth the proposition that although the AI definition does 

not depend on the language for description of worlds, the efficiency of a definition-compliant 

program created on the basis of a certain language strongly depends on the language we would 

select and use for describing worlds. 

The second part of the PhD thesis deals with a particular world and a particular language 

for description of worlds by which that world been described. 

That particular world is the world of the chess game, although it has one interesting 

peculiarity: one step in our chess world is not one move of a chess piece. Moving a chess piece 

takes many steps. The agent “focuses” it’s gaze on only one square of the chessboard at a time. 

Before moving a piece, the agent must shift his focus to that piece, lift the piece, then refocus on 

the new square and finally drop the lifted piece there. Thus, moving a chess piece is the execution 

of an algorithm which consists of multiple steps. This is where the main advantage of the new 

language for description of worlds comes from. With the new language, the prediction of the 

future happens not by looking a few steps forward, but by looking a few large steps forward. A 

large step is the execution of an algorithm. 

One of the most important contributions of this PhD thesis is the definition of the term 

algorithm. In the existing literature an algorithm is not dissociated from a computable function. 

Typically, each program is assigned with the computable function which the program computes. 

In this PhD thesis, an algorithm is a sequence of actions executed in some world. The result from 

the execution of these actions depends on the world in which we are going to execute them. For 

example, the Turing machine is typically understood as an inseparable system consisting of a 

head and an infinite tape. In this PhD thesis, the algorithm is the head of Turing’s machine, while 

the infinite tape is the world in which the algorithm is executed. If we change the world, the 

result from the execution of the algorithm will also change. For example, if we replace the 

infinite tape with a finite one, the algorithm will produce a finite function. A sorting algorithm 
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can sort different objects in different worlds. For instance, in the pharmacy world the algorithm 

can sort medicine bottles. 

The important thing about predicting the future is to ensure that the small steps are 

replaced with large ones (i.e. the execution of algorithms). This how we can look into the more 

distant future, because thinking in small steps will trigger a combinatorial explosion and we will 

not be able to see further than the tips of our noses. 

The third part of the PhD thesis addresses certain philosophical issues related to the 

implications arising from the creation of AI. That part is not mathematical and does not include a 

single theorem or even definition. Nevertheless, this is an important part of the PhD thesis insofar 

as mathematics is not only about the creation of formal constructs or the provision of formal 

proof. A mathematician should also consider the consequences of his formal reasoning. 

One of the questions we raise in the final part of the PhD thesis is “Should AI technology 

be accessible by everyone?” Our answer is that AI is dangerous technology and serious papers in 

the AI domain should be classified. This answer will put the future reviewer of this PhD thesis in 

an awkward situation. If the reviewer endorses this statement and believes that the PhD thesis is a 

serious contribution to AI, they should try to keep it away from the public eye, and write a 

negative review. In the opposite case, if the reviewer concludes that the PhD thesis does not say 

anything serious about AI, they should again issue a negative review. 

The reader of the PhD thesis will not come across of any substantial mathematical 

statement that has been supported by proof. While there are five substantial mathematical 

statements in the first part, none of them has been proven and we even believe that some of them 

cannot be proven at all. The PhD thesis provides two AI definitions, the first of which is an 

informal one. The second definition is formal, but with one exception: we want the policy to be 

sufficiently proximal to the best performing policy. While “sufficiently proximal” is not a formal 

concept, we consider a set of algorithms which are infinitely proximal, and this is already a 

formal concept. (“Infinitely proximal” means that for each  the parameter h of an algorithm has 

a value at which the distance between that algorithm and the best performing strategy is lesser 

than .) 
The reason for the many informal statements in the PhD thesis is that AI is a relatively 

new area where the main challenge is not how to solve known formal problems, but how to 

formalize the terms and problems which emerge in this area. While AI research dates back to 

Alan Turing (meaning that the area is not that new), AI still needs some serious formalization and 

clarification of its key concepts.  
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1 What is Artificial Intelligence? 

1.1 The informal definition 
In this paper we are going to discuss the following questions: “Do we have to know what 

is AI?” and “What is intelligence?”. After that we are going to give a definition of Artificial 

Intelligence. Finally, from this definition we are going to get an algorithm which after a final 

number of steps will discover AI. 

1.1.1 AI – What is this? 

       Do we have to know what is AI? This question can be easily answered: Yes, if we want to 

find it then our task will be a lot easier if we know what is the thing we are looking for. Failing to 

define AI, our position will not differ from that of the Alchemists who sought for the 

Philosopher's stone but almost had no idea what they were searching for.  

       The most widely spread definition of AI is the so called Turing's test. Alan Turing was a 

British mathematician famous for the invention of the theoretical Turing machine and for the 

deciphering of the German codes during World War II.  

       The Turing's test is quite simple. We place something behind a curtain and it speaks with us. 

If we can't make difference between it and a human being then it will be AI. However, this 

definition exists from more than fifty years, so we are going to create a newer and a more up-to-

date one.  

       Turing's definition suggests that, an Intellect is a person with knowledge gained through the 

years. If this is so, then what about a newly born baby? Is it an Intellect? Our answer will be 

"yes". Our definition of an intellect will be: a thing that knows nothing but it can learn. At this 

point we differ from most people who imagine a university professor when they hear the word 

Intellect.  

       Before giving a formal definition of AI we will make it clear that we accept the thesis of 

Church, stating that every calculating device can be modelled by a program. This means that we 

are going to look for AI in the set of programs. We will suppose that AI is a step device living in 

a kind of world. At each step it receives information (from the world) and influences (at the 

world) by the information it works out. Also, we will assume that the information received and 

worked out at each step will be a finite amount. Let's say it gets n bits and works out m bits.  

       After this clarification we can state informally our definition. AI will be such a program 

which in an arbitrary world will cope not worse than a human.  
     The next task will be to formalise this definition in order to use it and to search for AI with it. 

First, what is a world for us? These will be two functions World(s, d) and View(s). 

     The first will take as arguments the state of the world and the influence that our device has on 

the world at this step. As a result, this function will return the new state of the world (which it 

will obtain on the next step). The second function will inform us what does our device see. An 

argument of this function will be the world's state and the returned value will be the information 

that the device will receive (at a given step). Also, we have to add one s0. It will be the world's 

state when our device was born. During its life the world will go through the states s0, s1, s2, ... . 

The device will influence the world with the information it works out at each step d0, d1, d2, ... . 

Also, AI will receive information from the world v0, v1, v2, ... . It is clear that si+1=World(si , di) 

and vi=View(si).  
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       We have everything up to this moment. We have a world and a device that lives in it. 

However, there is one thing missing - the meaning of life. What is life without pain and joy, a 

philosopher would say. That is why we will introduce meaning of life. This will be an evaluation 

to tell us whether one row v0, v1, v2, ... is better than another.   

       Most people think that they have spent their life better if they have seen more Swiss resorts 

and less coal-mines. More or less our definition of the meaning of life will be the same. We will 

pick out two bits from vi and call them victory and loss. The aim will be to get  more victories 

and fewer losses.  

1.2 The formal definition 

1.2.1 The AI Definition and a Program Which Satisfies this Definition 

We will consider all policies of the agent and will prove that one of them is the best 

performing policy. While that policy is not computable, computable policies do exist in its 

proximity. We will define AI as a computable policy which is sufficiently proximal to the best 

performing policy. Before we can define the agent’s best performing policy, we need a language 

for description of the world. We will also use this language to develop a program which satisfies 

the AI definition. The program will first understand the world by describing it in the selected 

language. The program will then use the description in order to predict the future and select the 

best possible move. While this program is extremely inefficient and practically unusable, it can 

be improved by refining both the language for description of the world and the algorithm used to 

predict the future. This can yield a program which is both efficient and consistent with the AI 

definition. 

1.2.2 Introduction 

Once, I was talking to a colleague and he told me: ‘Although we may create AI someday, 

it will be a grossly inefficient program as we will need an infinitely fast computer to run it’. My 

answer was: ‘You just give me this inefficient program which is AI, and I will improve it so that it 

becomes a true AI which can run on a real-world computer’. 

Today, in this paper I will deliver the kind of program I asked my colleague to give me at 

that time. I will set out an inefficient program which satisfies the AI definition. I will go further 

and suggest some ideas and guidance on how this inefficient program can be improved to become 

a real program which runs in real time. My hope is that some readers of this paper will succeed to 

do this and deliver the AI we are looking for. 

How inefficient is the program described here? In theory, there are only two types of 

programs – ones which halt and ones which run forever. In practice however, some programs will 

halt somewhere in the future, but they are so inefficient that we can consider them as programs 

which run forever. This is the case with the program described here — formally it halts, but its 

inefficiency makes it unusable (unless the computer is infinitely fast or the world is extremely 

simple). 

 

What is the definition of AI? We will define AI as a policy. An agent who follows this 

policy will cope sufficiently well. This is true for any world, provided however that there are not 

any fatal errors in that world. If a fatal error is possible in a given world, the agent may not 

perform well in that particular world, but his average performance over all possible worlds will 

still be sufficiently good. 

Which worlds we will consider as possible? The world’s policies are continuum many. If 

we do not have any clues as to what the world should be, then we cannot have a clue about what 

the expected success of the agent should look like. We will assume that the world can be 

described and such description is as simple as possible (this assumption is known as Occam’s 
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razor). In other words, we will choose a language for description of worlds and will limit our 

efforts only to the worlds described by that language. The worlds whose description is simpler 

(shorter) will be preferred (will carry more weight). 

This paper will consider several languages for description of the world. The first language 

will describe deterministic worlds. This language will describe the world by means of a 

computable function, which will take the state of the world and the action of the agent as input 

and return the new state of the world and the next observation as output. If we know the initial 

state of the world and agent’s actions, this function will give us the life of the agent in that world. 

The second language will describe non-deterministic worlds – again by a computable 

function, but with one additional argument. This argument will be randomness. In this case, we 

will need to know one more thing in order to obtain the agent’s life in that world. We will need to 

know what that randomness has been. 

We will define AI by these two languages and will make the assumption that these two 

definitions are identical. We will make even the assumption that the AI definition does not 

depend on our choice of language for description of worlds, and all languages produce the same 

definition of AI. 

On the basis of these two languages we will make two programs which satisfy the AI 

definition. These two programs will calculate approximately the same policy, but their efficiency 

would be dramatically different. Therefore, the choice of language for description of the world 

will not affect the AI definition, but will have a strong impact on the efficiency of the AI obtained 

through the chosen language. 

 

Contributions 

This paper improves the AI definition initially provided by Hernández-Orallo et al. in 

1998 and then substantially improved by Marcus Hutter in 2000. More precisely, this paper 

introduces two improvements: 

1. An AI definition which does not depend on the length of life. Papers (Orallo 1998 

and Hutter 2000) do provide an AI definition, however, the assumption there is that the length of 

life is limited by a constant and this constant is a parameter of the definition. 

2. An AI definition which does not depend on the language for description of the 

world. The language in Hutter (2000) is fixed. Thus, paper Hutter (2000) implies that there is 

only one possible way to describe the world. 

1.2.3 Terms of the problem 

Let the agent have n possible actions and m possible observations. Let  and  be the sets 

of actions and respectively observations. In the observations set there will be two special 

observations. These will be the observations good and bad, and they will provide rewards 1  

and -1. All other observations in  will provide reward 0. 

We will add another special observation – finish. The agent will never see that 

observation (finish), but we will need it when we come to define the model of the world. The 

model will predict finish when it breaks down and becomes unable to predict anything more. For 

us the finish observation will not be the end of life, but rather a leap in the unknown. We expect 

our AI to avoid such leaps in the unknown and for this reason the reward given by the finish 

observation will be -1. 

Definition 1: The tree of all possibilities is an infinite tree. All vertices which sit at an 

even-number depth level and are not leafs will be referred to as action vertices and those at odd-

number depth levels will be observation vertices. From each action vertex there will depart n 

arrows which correspond to the n possible actions of the agent. From each observation vertex 

there will depart m+1 arrows which correspond to the m possible observations of the agent and 
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the observation finish. The arrow which corresponds to finish will lead to a leaf. All other arrows 

lead to vertices which are not leafs. 

Definition 2: In our terms the world will be a 3-tuple <S, s0, f>, where: 

1. S is a finite or countable set of internal states of the world; 

2. s0  S is the initial state of the world; and 

3. f: S  S is a function which takes a state and an action as input and returns an 

observation and a new state of the world. 

The f function cannot return observation finish (it is predicted only when f is not defined 

and there is not any next state of the world). What kind of function is f – computable, 

deterministic or total? The answer to each of these three questions can be Yes, but it can also be 

No. 

Definition 3: A deterministic policy of the agent is a function which assigns a certain 

action to each action vertex. 

Definition 4: A non-deterministic policy of the agent is a function which assigns one or 

more possible actions to each action vertex. 

When the policy assigns all possible actions at a certain vertex (moment) we will say that 

at that moment the policy does not know what to do. We will not make a distinction between an 

agent and the policy of that agent. A union of two policies will be the policy which we get when 

choose one of these two policies and execute it without changing that policy. Allowing a change 

of the chosen policy will lead to something else. 

Definition 5: Life in our terms will be a path in the tree of all possibilities which starts 

from the root. 

Each life can be presented by a sequence of actions and observations: 

a1, o1, … , at, ot, … 

We will not make a distinction between a finite life and a vertex in the tree of all 

possibilities because there is a one-to-one correspondence between these two things. 

Definition 6: The length of life will be t (the number of observations). Therefore, the 

length of life will be equal to the length of the path divided by two. 

Definition 7: A completed life is one which cannot be extended. In other words, it will be 

an infinite life or a life ending with the observation finish. 

When we let an agent in a certain world, the result will be a completed life. If the agent is 

non-deterministic then the result will not be unique. The same applies when the world is non-

deterministic. 

1.2.4 The grade 

Our aim is to define the agent’s best performing policy. For this purpose we need to 

assign some grade to each life. This grading will give us a linear order by which we will be able 

to determine the better life in any pair of lives. 

Let us first determine how to measure the success of each life L. For a finite life, we will 

count the number of times we have had the observation good, and will designate this number with 

Lgood(L). Similar designations will be assigned to the observations bad and finish. Thus, the 

success of a finite life will be: 

 

𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝐿) =
𝐿𝑔𝑜𝑜𝑑(𝐿) − 𝐿𝑏𝑎𝑑(𝐿) − 𝐿𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ(𝐿)

|𝐿|
 

 

Let us put Li for the beginning of life L with a length of i. The Success(L) for infinite life 

L will be defined as the limit of Success(Li) when i tends to infinity. If this sequence is not 

convergent, we will take the arithmetic mean between the limit inferior and limit superior. 
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𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝐿) =
1

2
. (lim inf

𝑖→∞
(𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝐿𝑖)) + lim sup

𝑖→∞
(𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝐿𝑖))) 

 

By doing this we have related each life to a number which belongs to the interval [-1, 1] 

and represents the success of this life. Why not use the success of life for the grade we are trying 

to find? This is not a good idea because if a world is free from fatal errors then the best 

performing policy will not bother about the kind of moves it makes. There would be one and only 

one maximum success and that success would always be achievable regardless of the number of 

errors made in the beginning. If there are two options which yield the same success in some 

indefinite time, we would like the best performing policy to choose the option that will yield 

success faster than the other one. Accordingly, we will define the grade of a completed life as 

follows: 

Definition 8: The grade of infinite life L will be a sequence which starts with the success 

of that life and continues with the rewards obtained at step i: 

Success(L), reward(o1), reward(o2), reward(o3), … 

 

Definition 9: The grade of finite and completed life L will be the same sequence, but in 

this sequence for i>t the members reward(oi) will be replaced with Success(L): 

Success(L), reward(o1), … , reward(ot), Success(L), Success(L), … 

 

(In other words, the observations that come after the end of that finite life will receive 

some expectation for a reward and that expectation will be equal to the success of that finite life.) 

In order to compare two grades, we will take the first difference. This means that the first 

objective of the best performing policy will be the success of entire life, but its second objective 

will be to achieve a better reward as quickly as possible. 

1.2.5 The expected grade 

Definition 10: For each deterministic policy P we will determine grade(P): the grade we 

expect for the life if policy P is executed. 

We will determine the expected grade at each vertex v assuming that we have somehow 

reached v and will from that moment on execute policy P. The expected grade of P will be the 

one which we have related to the root. 

We will provide a rough description of how we relate vertices to expected grades. Then 

we will provide a detailed description of the special case in which we look for the best grade, i.e. 

the expected grade of the best performing policy. 

 

Rough description: 

1. Let v be an action vertex. 

Then the grade of v will be the grade of its direct successor which corresponds to action P(v). 

 

2. Let v be an observation vertex. 

2.1. Let there be one possible world which is a model of v. 

If we execute P in this world we will get one possible life. Then the grade of v will be the 

grade of that life. 

2.2. Let there be many possible worlds.  

Then each world will give us one possible life and the grade v will be the mean value of 

the grades of the possible lives. 
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The next section provides a detailed description of the best performing policy. The main 

difference is that when v is an action vertex, the best performing policy always chooses the 

highest expected grade among the expected grades of all direct successors. 

1.2.6 The best performing policy 

As mentioned above, we should have some clue about what the world looks like before 

can have some expectation about the success of the agent. We will assume that the world can be 

described by some language for description of worlds. 

Let us take the standard language for description of worlds. In this language the world is 

described by a computable function (this is the case in Hutter, 2000). We will describe the 

computable function f by using a Turing machine. We will describe the initial state of the world 

as a finite word over the machine alphabet. What we get is a computable and deterministic world 

which in the general case is not a total one. 

 

Definition 11: A world of complexity k will be a world in which: 

1. The f function is described by a Turing machine with k states. 

2. The alphabet of that machine contains k+1 symbols (λ0, …, λk). 

3. The initial state of the world is a word made of not more than k letters. The alphabet is  

{λ1, …, λk}, i.e. the alphabet of the machine without the blank symbol λ0. 

 

Here we use the same k for three different things as we do not need to have different 

constants. 

We will identify the best performing policy for the worlds of complexity k (importantly, 

these worlds are finitely many). For this purpose we will assign to each observation vertex its 

best grade (or the expected grade if the best performing policy is executed from that vertex 

onwards). 

Let us have life a1, o1, … , at, ot, at+1. 

Let this life run through the vertices v0, w1, v1, … , wt, vt, wt+1, 

where v0 is the root, vi are the action vertices and wi are the observation vertices. 

Now we have to find out how many models of complexity k are there for vertex vt. 

Definition 12: A deterministic world is a model of vt when in that world the agent would 

arrive at vt if he executes the corresponding actions (a1, … , at). The models of each action vertex 

are identical with the models of its direct successors. 

Definition 13: The best performing policy for the worlds of complexity k will be the one 

which always chooses the best grade (among the best grades of the direct successors). 

Definition 14: The best grade of vertex wt+1 is determined as follows: 

Case 1. Vertices vt and wt+1 do not have any model of complexity k. 

In this case the best grade for wt+1 will be undef. At this vertex the policy will not know 

what to do (across the entire subtree of vt) because the best grade for all successor vertices will be 

undef. 

If we do not want to introduce an undef grade, we can use the lowest possible grade – the 

sequence of countably many -1s. The maximal grade will be chosen among the vertices which are 

different from undef. Replacing undef with the lowest possible grade will give us the same result. 

Case 2. Vertices vt and wt+1 have one model of complexity k. 

Let this model be D. In this case there are continuum many paths through wt+1 such that D 

is model of all those paths. From these paths (completed lives) we will select the set of the best 

paths. The grade we are looking for is the grade of these best paths. Each of these paths is related 

to a deterministic policy of the agent. We will call them the best performing policies which pass 

through vertex wt+1. 
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This is the procedure by which we will construct the set of best deterministic policies: Let 

P0 be the set of all policies which lead to wt+1. We take the success of each of these policies in the 

world D. We create the subset P1 of the policies which achieve the maximum success. Then we 

reduce P1 by selecting only the policies which achieve the maximum for reward(ot+2) and obtain 

subset P2. Then we repeat the procedure for each i>2. In this way we obtain the set of the best 

deterministic policies P. (The best ones of those which pass through vertex wt+1 as well as the 

best ones for the paths which pass through vertex wt+1. As regards the other paths, it does not 

matter how the policy behaves there.) 

𝑃 =⋂𝑃𝑖

∞

𝑖=0

 

 

We can think of P as one non-deterministic policy. Let us take some pP. This will give 

us the best grade: 

𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑝), 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑜𝑡+1), 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑜𝑝,𝑡+2), 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑜𝑝,𝑡+3), … 

 

Here we drop out the members reward(oi) at it because they are uniquely defined by vt. 

The next member depends on wt+1 and D, but does not depend on p. The remaining members 

depend on p. 

Another way to express the above formula is: 

 

max
𝑝𝑃0

𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑝) , 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑜𝑡+1),max
𝑝𝑃1

𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑜𝑝,𝑡+2) ,max
𝑝𝑃2

𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑜𝑝,𝑡+3) , … 

 

Case 3. Vertices vt and wt+1 have a finite number of models of complexity k. 

Let the set of these models be M. Again, there are continuum many paths through wt+1 

such that each of these paths has a model in M. These paths again form a tree, but while in case 2 

the branches occurred only due to a different policy of the agent, in this case some branches may 

occur due to a different model of the world. Again, we have continuum many deterministic 

policies, but now they will correspond to subtrees (not to paths) because there can be branches 

because of the model. Again we will try to find the set of best performing deterministic policies 

and the target grade will be mean grade of those policies (the mean grade in M). 

 

We will again construct the set of policies Pi. Here P1 will be the set of policies for which 

the mean success reaches its maximum. Accordingly, P2 will be the set of policies for which the 

mean reward(ot+2) reaches its maximum and so on. This is how the resultant grade will look like: 

 

max
𝑝𝑃0

∑ 𝑞𝑚
𝑚𝑀

. 𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑚, 𝑝), ∑ 𝑞𝑚
𝑚𝑀

. 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑜𝑚,𝑡+1),max
𝑝𝑃1

∑ 𝑞𝑚
𝑚𝑀

. 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑜𝑚,𝑝,𝑡+2), … 

 

If we take some pP, the resultant grade will look like this: 

 

∑ 𝑞𝑚
𝑚𝑀

. 𝑆𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑚, 𝑝), ∑ 𝑞𝑚
𝑚𝑀

. 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑜𝑚,𝑡+1), ∑ 𝑞𝑚
𝑚𝑀

. 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑(𝑜𝑚,𝑝,𝑡+2), … 

 

Here qi are the weights of the worlds which have been normalized in order to become 

probabilities. In this case we assume that the worlds have equal weights, i.e.: 
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𝑞𝑖 =
1

|𝑀|
 

∎ 

What we have described so far looks like an algorithm, however, rather than an algorithm, 

it is a definition because it contains uncomputable steps. The so described policy is well defined, 

even though it is uncomputable. Now, from the best grade for complexity k, how can we obtain 

the best grade for any complexity? 

Definition 15: The best grade at vertex v will be the limit of the best grades at vertex v for 

the worlds of complexity k when k tends to infinity. 

How shall we define the limit of a sequence of grades? The number at position i will be 

the limit of the numbers at position i. When the sequence is divergent, we will take the arithmetic 

mean between the limit inferior and limit superior. 

Definition 16: The best performing policy will be the one which always chooses an 

action which leads to the highest grade among the best grades of the direct successors. 

What makes the best performing policy better than the best performing policy for worlds 

of complexity k? The first policy knows what to do at every vertex, while the latter does not have 

a clue at the majority of vertices because they do not have any model of complexity k. The first 

policy can offer a better solution than the latter policy even for the vertices at which the latter 

policy knows what to do because the first policy also considers models of complexity higher than 

k. Although at a first glance we do not use Occam’s razor (because all models have equal 

weights), in earnest we do use Occam’s razor because the simpler worlds are calculated by a 

greater number of Turing machines, meaning that they have a greater weight. 

1.2.7 The AI definition 

Definition 17: AI will be a computable policy which is sufficiently proximal to the best 

performing policy. 

At this point we must explain what makes a policy proximal to another policy and how 

proximal is proximal enough. We will say that two policies are proximal when the expected 

grades of these two policies are proximal. 

Definition 18: Let A and B be two policies and {an} and {bn} are their expected grades. 

Then the difference between A and B will be {n}, where: 

 

𝑛 =∑𝛾𝑖(𝑎𝑖 − 𝑏𝑖)

𝑛

𝑖=0

= 𝑛−1 + 𝛾𝑛(𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏𝑛) 

 

Here γ is a discount factor. Let γ=0.5. We have included a discount factor because we 

want the two policies to be proximal when they behave in the same way for a long time. The later 

the difference occurs in time, the less impact it will have. 

When n goes up, |n| may go up or down. We have made the definition in this way 

because we want the difference to be small when the expected grade of policy A hovers around 

the expected grade of policy B. I.e., if for n-1 the higher expected grade is that of A and for n the 

higher expected grade is that of B, then in n the increase will offset the decrease and vice versa. 

Definition 19: We will say that |A-B|< if n |n|<. 
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1.2.8 A program which satisfies the definition 

We will describe an algorithm which represents a computable policy. Each action vertex 

relates to an uncompleted life and the algorithm will give us some action by which this life can 

continue. This algorithm will be composed of two steps: 

1. The algorithm will answer the question ‘What is going on?’ It will answer this 

question by finding the first k for which the uncompleted life has a model. The algorithm will 

also find the set M (the set of all models of the uncompleted life, the complexity of which is k). 

Unfortunately, this is uncomputable. To make it computable we will try to find efficient models 

with complexity k. 

Definition 20: An efficient model with complexity k will be a world of complexity k 

(definition 11), where the Turing machine uses not more than 1000.k steps in order to make one 

step of the life (i.e. to calculate the next observation and the next internal state of the world). 

When the machine makes more than 1000.k steps, the model will return the observation finish. 

The number 1000 is some parameter of the algorithm, but we assume this parameter is not 

very important. If a vertex has a model with complexity k, but does not have an efficient model 

with complexity k, then n (n>k) such that the vertex has an efficient model with complexity n. 

2. The algorithm will answer the question ‘What should I do?’. For this purpose we 

will run h steps in the future over all models in M and over all possible actions of the agent. In 

other words, we will walk over one finite subtree and will calculate best for each vertex of the 

subtree (this is the best expected grade up to a leaf). Then we will choose an action which leads 

to the maximum by best (this is the best partial policy). 

1.2.9 Is this AI? 

Does the algorithm described above satisfy our AI definition? Before that we must say 

that the algorithm depends on the parameters h and ε. In order to reduce the number of 

parameters, we will assume that ε is a function of h. For example, this function can be ε=h-0.5. 

Statement 1: When the value of h is sufficiently high, the described algorithm is 

sufficiently proximal to the best performing policy. 

Let the best performing policy be Pbest, and the policy calculated by the above algorithm 

with parameter h be Ph. Then statement 1 can be expressed as follows: 

ε>0 n h>n ( |Pbest - Ph|<ε ) 

 

Although we cannot prove this statement, we can assume that when h tends to infinity 

then Ph tends to the best performing policy for the worlds the complexity of which is k. When t 

tends to infinity, k will reach the complexity of the world or tend to infinity. These reflections 

make us believe that the above statement is true. 

1.2.10  Conclusion 

We examined three languages for description of the world. On the basis of each language, 

we developed an AI definition and assumed that all three definitions are the same. Now we will 

make an even stronger assertion: 

Statement 5: The AI definition does not depend on the language for description of the 

world on the basis of which the definition has been developed. 

We cannot prove this statement although we suppose that it is true. We also suppose that 

the statement cannot be proven (similar to the thesis of Church). 

Although we assumed that the AI definition does not depend on the language for 

description of the world, we kept assuming that the program which satisfies this definition 

strongly depends on the choice of language. The comparison between the first two languages 

clearly demonstrated that the second language is far more expressive and produces a far more 

efficient AI. 
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Let us look at one more language for description of worlds – the language described in 

Dobrev (2020c). That language describes the world in a far more efficient way by defining the 

term ‘algorithm’. The term ‘algorithm’ enables us plan the future. For example, let us take the 

following: ‘I will wait for the bus until it comes. Then I will go to work and will stay there until 

the end of the working hours.’ These two sentences describe the future through the execution of 

algorithms. If we are to predict the future only by running h possible steps, then h will necessarily 

become unacceptably large. 

The language described in Dobrev (2020c) is far more expressive and lets us hope that it 

can be used to produce a program which satisfies the AI definition and which is efficient enough 

to work in real time. 

2 How can we create AI? 

2.1 Language for Description of Worlds  

We will reduce the task of creating AI to the task of finding an appropriate language for 

description of the world. This will not be a programing language because programing languages 

describe only computable functions, while our language will describe a somewhat broader class 

of functions. Another specificity of this language will be that the description will consist of 

separate modules. This will enable us look for the description of the world automatically such 

that we discover it module after module. Our approach to the creation of this new language will 

be to start with a particular world and write the description of that particular world. The point is 

that the language which can describe this particular world will be appropriate for describing any 

world. 

2.2 Introduction 
This paper presents a new approach to the exploration of AI. This is the Event-Driven (ED) approach. The 

underlying idea of the ED approach is that instead of absorbing all input/output information, the model should 

reflect only the events which matter (“important events”). 

Every action is an event. Every observation is an event, too. If the model were to reflect each and every 

action and observation, it would end up overloaded with an enormous amount of information. The overloaded 

situation can however be avoided when the model is limited only to certain important events. This leads us to 

the idea of Event-Driven models. 

A disadvantage (or perhaps an advantage) of the ED model is that it does not describe the world completely, 

but only partially. More precisely the ED model describes a certain class of worlds (the worlds which comply 

with a certain pattern).  

What makes this paper different? The mainstream approach to dealing with multi-agent systems is based 

on the assumption that the world is given (known) and what we need to find is a policy. In other words, the 

world is part of the known terms of the problem while the policy is the unknown part. This paper is different 

because we will assume that instead of being given, the world is unknown and has to be found. 

The assumption that the world is given implies that we have a relation which provides a full description of 

the world. Conversely, in this paper we will try to provide partial descriptions of the world and will do so by 

employing ED models. 

Structure of the language: The description of the world will not be similar to a homogenous system 

consisting of one single layer. Our description of the world would rather be structured as a multilayer system. 
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In Figure 1 we have presented our multilayer structure as a pyramid where the first layer is the base of the 

pyramid: 

 

Figure 1 

Thus, events will form the first layer of our system. We will use these events in order to describe the Event-

Driven (ED) models. Importantly, the states of the ED models must not be the same (some states must be 

different). For this condition to be fulfilled, there must be at least one state with a special occurrence in it so that 

the state can be distinguished from other states. We will name this special occurrence distinction. The set of the 

distinctions we will designate as trace. 

Our first idea about the trace is that it is fixed. (For example, let us have a state in which is always cold.) 

Then our notion of a trace will evolve and we will have a moving trace which can appear and then disappear or 

move from one state to another. (In our example the coldness could move to the room next door.) 

The next layers of the pyramid will consist of various patterns (we will present all of them by ED models). 

We will begin with the permanent patterns, i.e. those which are observed all the time. While most authors 

assume that all patterns are permanent, in this paper we reckon that in addition to the permanent ones there 

other, impermanent patterns which are observed only from time to time. We will name these impermanent 

patterns phenomena. In other words, just as traces can be fixed or moving, patterns can also be permanent or 

phenomena. 

Algorithms are also impermanent patterns (observed only when an algorithm is being executed). We will 

present algorithms as sequences of events. Typically, algorithms are understood as sequences of actions on the 

basis of the assumption that the protagonist is always the one who executes the algorithm. In this paper the 

algorithm will be any pattern and if the actions of an agent are aimed at maintaining the pattern, then we will 

say that the agent is the one who executes the algorithm. 

When a phenomenon is associated with the observation of an object, we will call that phenomenon a 

property. This takes us to an abstraction of a higher order, namely the abstractive concept of object. Objects are 

not directly observable, but are still identifiable through their properties. 

The next abstraction we get to will be agents. Similar to objects, we cannot observe agents directly, but can 

still gauge them on the basis of their actions. In order to describe the world, we have to describe the agents 

which live that world and explain what we know about these agents. The most important thing to describe 

about agents is whether they are our friends or foes and accordingly what will they try to do to us by their 

actions – help us or disrupt us? 

The descriptions above relate to computable worlds (ones that can be emulated by a computer program). 

While any presence of a non-computable agent in the world would make the world itself non-computable, there 

is another way to make non-computable worlds. We may add a rule which depends on the existence of some 

algorithm (more precisely, on the existence of an execution of that algorithm). The question “Does an 

execution of the algorithm exist?” is non-computable (halting problem, Turing (1937)). 
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Contributions 

 1. Event-Driven model. (The concept has already been introduced by Dobrev (2018), but that paper 

did not provide an interpretation of the ED model. This is important, because interpretations are what makes 

models meaningful and distinguish between adequate and inadequate models.)  

 2. This paper proves that Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a special case of an ED model and that 

an ED model is the natural generalization of MDP. 

 3. Simple MDP. We will simplify the MDP to obtain a more straightforward model which can 

describe more worlds. 

 4. Extended model. This is the model in which the state knows everything. We will use this model in 

order to introduce an interpretation of events and ED models. (Although the Extended model was introduced in 

Dobrev (2019a), in that version of the model the state knows only what has happened and what is going to 

happen, but does not know what is possible to happen. Therefore, the state of the Extended model in Dobrev 

(2019a) knows nothing about the missed opportunities. In Dobrev (2019a) the Extended model is referred to as 

“maximal”.) 

 5. A definition of the concept algorithm. We have presented the algorithm as a sequence of events in 

arbitrary world. Further on, we present the Turing Machine as an ED model found in a special world where an 

infinite tape exists. Thus we prove that the new definition generalizes the Turing Machine concept and expands 

the algorithm concept. 

 6. A language for description of worlds such that the description can be searched automatically without 

human intervention. 

2.3 The chess game 
Which concrete world are we going to use in order to create the new language for description of worlds? This 

will be the world of chess. 

Let us first note that we will want the world to be partially observable because if the agent can see 

everything the world will not be interesting. If the agent sees everything, she will not need any imagination. 

The most important trait of the agent is the ability to imagine the part of the world she does not see at the 

current moment. 

For the world to be partially observable we will assume that the agent sees just one square of the chessboard 

rather than the entire board (Figure 2). The agent’s eye will be positioned in the square she can see at the 

moment, and the agent will be able to move that eye from one square to another so as to monitor the whole 

board. Formally speaking, there is not any difference between seeing the whole board at once and exploring it 

by checking one square at a time – in either case one gets the full picture. There will not be any difference only 

if you know that by moving your sight from one square to another you will monitor the whole chessboard. In 

practice the agent does not know anything, so she will need to conjure up the whole board, which however will 

not be an easy process and will require some degree of imagination. 
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Figure 2 

In Figure 2, the agent has her eye in square a2 and can move it in all the four directions. (Right now she 

cannot move it left because this is the edge of the board and a move to the left would be incorrect.) In addition 

to moving the eye in the four directions, the agent can perform two other actions: “Lift the piece you see right 

now” and “Put the piece you lifted in the square you see right now”. We will designate the two additional 

actions as Up and Down. These six actions will enable the agent monitor the chessboard and move the chess 

pieces, and that’s everything one needs to play chess. 

2.3.1 A chess game with a single player   

We will examine two versions of a chess game – a game with a single player and a game with two players. 

How do you play chess with a single player? You first move some white piece, then turn the board around, 

play some black piece and so forth. 

We will start by describing the more simple version in which the agent plays against herself. This version is 

simpler because in that world there is only one agent and that agent is the protagonist. Next we will examine 

the more complicated version wherein there is a second agent in the world and that second agent is an opponent 

of the protagonist. 

The question is what can be the goal when we play against ourselves? 

2.3.2 The goal   

While the authors of most papers dedicated to AI choose a goal, in this paper we will not set a particular goal. 

All we want is to describe the world, and when we figure out how the world works we will be able to set 

various goals. In chess for example our goal can be to win the game or lose it. When we play against ourselves, 

the goal can vary. When we play from the side of the white pieces our goal can be “white to win” and vice 

versa. 

Understanding the world does not hinge on the setting of a particular goal. The Natural Intelligence (the 

human being) usually does not have a clearly defined goal, but that does not prevent him from living. 

There are two questions: “What’s going on?” and “What should I do?” Most authors of AI papers rush to 

answer the second question before they have answered the first one. In other words, they are looking for some 

policy, and a policy can only exist when there is a goal to be pursued by that policy. We will try to answer only 

the first question and will not deal with the second one at all. Hence, for the purposes of the present paper we 

will not need a goal. 

In most papers the goal is defined through rewards (the goal is to collect as many rewards as possible). 

When referring to Markov decision process (MDP) we will assume that rewards have been deleted from the 
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definition because we need them only when we intend to look for a policy, while this paper is not about finding 

policies. 

2.4 Conclusion 
Our task is to understand the world. This means we have to describe it but before we can do so we need to 

develop a specific language for description of worlds.   

We have reduced the task of creating AI to a purely logical problem. Now we have to create a language for 

description of worlds, which will be a logical language because it would enable the description of non-

computable functions. If a language enables only the description of computable functions, it is a programing 

and not a logical language. 

The main building blocks of our new language are Event-Driven models. These are the simple modules 

which we are going to discover one by one. With these modules we will present patterns, algorithms and 

phenomena. 

We introduced some abstractions. Our first abstraction were objects. We cannot observe the objects directly 

and instead gauge them by observing their properties. A property is a special phenomenon which transpires 

when we observe an object which possesses that property. Thus the property is also presented through an ED 

model. 

Then we introduced another abstraction – agents. Similar to objects, we cannot observe agents directly and 

can only gauge them through their actions. 

We created a language for description of worlds. This is not the ultimate language, but only a first version 

which needs further development. We did not provide a formal description of our language and instead 

exemplified it by three use cases. That is, instead of describing the language we found the descriptions of three 

concrete worlds – two versions of the chess game (with one and two agents, respectively) and a world which 

presents the functioning of the Turing Machine. 

Note: It is not much of a problem to provide a formal description of a language which covers all the three 

worlds, but we are aiming elsewhere. The aim is to create a language which can describe any world, and 

provide a formal description of that language. This is a more difficult problem which we are yet to solve. 

We demonstrated that through its simple constituent modules, the language for description of worlds can 

describe quite complicated worlds with multiple agents and complex relationships among the agents. The 

superstructure we build on these modules cannot hover in thin air and should rest on some steady fundament. 

Event-Driven models are exactly the fundament of the language for description of worlds and the base on 

which we will develop all abstractions of higher order. 

3 What shall we do once we are done with creating AI? 
 

3.1 AI should not be an Open Source Project 
Who should own the Artificial Intelligence technology? It should belong to everyone, 

properly said not the technology per se, but the fruits that can be reaped from it. Obviously, we 

should not let AI end up in the hands of irresponsible persons. Likewise, nuclear technology 

should benefit all, however it should be kept secret and inaccessible by the public at large. 

3.1.1 Introduction 

Many advocate the idea that AI technology should be disseminated in an unrestricted 

manner and even that it should be an Open Source Project. These proponents well include 

responsible and earnest figures such as President Macron (Macron, 2018). Here we will try argue 
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a little bit with these people and highlight to them how inappropriate and even devastating such a 

scenario would be. 

When President Macron (Macron, 2018) refers to open algorithms, probably he tends to 

mean the ownership of these algorithms. While it is not a bad idea to let everyone own them, it 

does not mean that the code of these algorithms should be available to all. Similarly, a nuclear 

power plant may be owned by the State, i.e. by all of its citizens, which is not to say that the 

technologies used to run the plant are publicly available and anyone can pick up the drawings and 

assemble a power plant in their backyard. 

What we see now is a grossly irresponsible attitude to the technology of Artificial 

Intelligence. We are still in a very nascent phase of AI and can hardly image the kind of mighty 

power and unsuspected opportunities lurking in there. What happened in 1896? In that year Henri 

Becquerel (Becquerel, 1896) found that if one placed a lump of uranium ore on a photographic 

plate and put the two in a drawer, after some time the plate gets bleached. If one inserted an 

object such as a key between the two, a rendition of the key will appear on the plate. Although 

Becquerel had thus discovered the phenomenon of radioactivity, at that time he was unable to 

imagine the potential hidden in this technology. Becquerel’s experiment was more of an 

amusement and a magician’s trick. This is exactly what happens with AI now. Many interesting 

and entertaining experiments are being made, but people have not the slightest idea where this 

technology can take us to. 

Back in 1896, were people able to foretell how mighty and ominous nuclear technology 

is? They had no clue. A clue did not emerge before it was found how much energy is released 

from the fission of atomic nuclei. 

Can we now figure out the dangerousness of AI technology? Yes, and many reasonable 

people are aware although they do not fully understand the actual width and depth of this 

discovery. 

Every reasonable and responsible person should consider whether they should take part to 

the development of this new technology or leave that to harebrained and irresponsible 

individuals. 

This article deals with tech disasters which are avoidable rather than with the inevitable 

and unavoidable consequences from AI. For example, if we gave a chain saw to a harebrained 

person then he can fell the whole forest and that is unavoidable consequence. If however the fool 

cut their leg, that would be a tech disaster which could have been avoided in case the fool was 

less stupid and more cautions. 

We say that one extremely powerful intellect is something dangerous. This is not a new 

idea. Adorno and Horkheimer (2002) already said in their time that reason can be another form of 

barbarity. They said that intellect can help people alter nature in an indiscriminate and barbaric 

way. In Adorno et al. (2002) they did not refer to artificial intelligence, but to the bureaucratic 

machine. Since the similarities between AI and a bureaucratic machine are more than the 

differences between the two, what they said in Adorno et al. (2002) may well be applied to our 

topic. In Adorno et al. (2002) the authors explored a scenario where a group of people use the 

bureaucratic machine as a weapon for oppressing the others (a totalitarian State). However, 

Adorno et al. (2002) does not deal with a scenario where the bureaucratic machine spins out of 

control and turns its workings against the will of humans, because this is not possible. Society as 

a whole can always change the laws and the rules which govern the bureaucratic machine. This 

means that society as such cannot lose control of the bureaucratic machine, but the individual 

member of society lacks any control whatever. From the individual’s perspective the bureaucratic 

machine is an existing reality which he or she can nowise change. The situation with AI is 

similar. Society as a whole will retain control on AI, provided we are not stupid enough to let it 

run away, but for the single individual AI will be something carved in stone which cannot be 
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altered. The latter belongs to the unavoidable consequences from the emergence of AI and falls 

therefore outside the scope of this article. 

3.1.2 What may go wrong? 

A disaster, caused intentionally or inadvertently, may occur. In the history of nuclear 

technology, the names of two such disasters are Hiroshima and Chernobyl. The first was caused 

willfully, while the latter was the result of stupidity and negligence. 

An intended disaster occurs when someone decides to use a technology maliciously, i.e. 

as a weapon.The notion of maliciousness as used here is relative, because all creators of 

weaponry believe they are creating something useful and, while killing people, they save the lives 

of other people. The usual explanation is that we kill less in order to save more or at least we kill 

members of alien nations to save members of our nation. 

Can AI kill? What about the laws of robotics (Asimov, 1950) postulated by Isaac 

Asimov? Do they work or not? Essentially, these laws are no more than good wishes without any 

binding effect on AI developers. At present, the technologies which claim to have something in 

common with AI are mainly used in weapon systems. One example are the so called “smart 

bombs”. The commonest assertion is that a stupid bomb kills indiscriminately, while a smart 

bomb kills only those who we have told it kill. Thus, a smart bomb is described as less 

bloodthirsty and more humane. The latter is rather an excuse for those who develop smart bombs. 

These bombs are more powerful than stupid ones and enable us kill more people than we could 

possibly do with the old stupid bombs. 

Let us imagine that a tech disaster has occurred, somebody has let the spirit out of the 

bottle and AI has spun out of control. If we consider AI as a weapon, let us imagine that 

somebody uses it against us. Thus, our attitude to AI as a weapon will flip to highly negative 

because the attitude to a weapon strongly depends on who is using it: us or somebody else against 

us. 

Do we stand any chance of surviving such a tech disaster? The answer is that we do not 

have any chance at all. Science-fiction movies such as The Terminator (Cameron, 1984) depict 

humans waging wars against robots, however these are very stupid robots, much more stupid than 

humans. The truth about AI is that it will outsmart by far any human being. Therefore, the very 

notion of fair rivalry between humans and robots is meaningless. It is equally meaningless to run 

a fair rally between humans and motor vehicles. Humans have no chance because vehicles are 

much faster. 

This is to say that we cannot afford such a tech disaster for the mere reason that we will 

not survive it. From a historical perspective, mankind has been through many natural calamities 

and tech disasters, however, the impacts of these have always been confined at some local level. 

The Halifax accident, for example, caused an explosion which destroyed the city. Nevertheless, 

the devastations were local and limited to one city. A nuclear war is cited as the most dreadful 

catastrophic scenario, but the impacts of even this scenario would be local. A nuclear wars may 

destroy all cities, but at least a couple of villages will survive. Therefore, even an eventual 

nuclear war does not pose a risk of the magnitude we may face if control on AI is lost. 

3.1.3 Conclusion 

We should take AI technology very seriously and restrict the access to all programs that 

have something to do with that technology. We should also classify AI-related articles and go as 

far as locking all computers to prevent random people make experiments with AI technology. 

Such experiments should only be allowed for persons who are sufficiently intelligent and 

responsible. At present, medical doctors need to demonstrate compliance with a range of 

requirements before they are allowed to practice. Conversely, anyone can undertake AI research 
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at will. This needs to be changed and AI researchers should become subject to certain 

requirements. 

Letting AI spin out of control is a tech disaster which may occur from either stupid or 

irresponsible behavior. People with inferiority complexes, who may seek to acquire absolute 

power and become “Masters of Universe”, should not be allowed to deal with AI. 

On the other hand, independent researchers should be allowed to publish (in classified 

magazines) and thus earn recognition for their work. It goes without saying that when 

independent researchers publish their works they should be given a date stamp and a guarantee 

that nobody would be able to challenge or steal their merit. 

What we mean by a tech disaster are things which are avoidable in principle and can be 

avoided if we are sufficiently smart and responsible. These things are: the control on AI to be 

lost, AI to be used as a weapon or a group of people to use AI as a means to oppress everyone 

else. 

AI technology has many other implications which are unavoidable. One consequence we 

are unable to avoid is people losing their jobs. But, besides being unable, we are also unwilling to 

avoid it because nobody likes to be forced to work. We would be happy do work for pleasure, but 

hate to work because we have to. 

Many people worry that secret services tamper with their computers. Secret services today 

see and know everything. God also sees and knows everything, but nobody seems to worry about 

that. Of course, God is discrete and good-minded. He will not tell your wife that you are cheating, 

neither will he use the information in your computer to make some private gains. Secret services 

are also discrete, but not always good-minded. Not coincidentally, the ugliest bandits are usually 

former or even acting officers of secret services. 

We do not need to worry that secret services see everything. This is unavoidable. It is silly 

to worry about unavoidable things which we cannot change at all. We said that the persons 

working for these services are responsible ones. Well, they are more responsible than teenagers, 

but it does not mean they are responsible enough. The way to avoid the problem is not to play 

hide-and-seek with secret services, but control them and make sure only the right people work for 

these services. 

My assertion is that we should let secret services control our computers officially and not 

under cover. If we did so we would forget about problems such as hacks, viruses or SPAM. Our 

computers will be safe and reliable. We may even use secret services as a backstop and ask them 

to recover the information lost when our hard disk goes bust. They store that information anyway. 

While who works for secret services is important, an even more important question is who 

will be allowed to do AI research. These should be smart, reasonable and responsible persons, 

free of inferiority complexes or criminal intents. If we made this kind of research and 

experimentation open to anyone who wishes so, the tech disasters to follow will dwarf Hiroshima 

and Chernobyl to near-miss incidents. 

3.2 What will our life look like once AI is here ? 
AI is about man creating a being which is incomparably smarter than man himself. 

Although that being will be good-minded and will serve us faithfully, it can still be a problem for 

us because now we pride ourselves for being the smartest beings – smarter than all other animals 

and even machines. Our intelligence gives us the self-confidence to claim that we are the most 

sophisticated product of evolution. Now we manage planet Earth and decide which animal or 

plant deserves to live, which should be allowed to reproduce, proliferate and occupy more space, 

and which must be constrained only in natural reserves. 

The question is what will our life look like once AI is here. When that time comes, our 

life will appear deceitfully easy. We will not have to bother about our food or livelihood, will not 
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have to work and even will not have to entertain each other because AI will deliver entertainment 

much better than any human entertainer could do. Despite the deceitful simplicity of life, natural 

selection will continue and some of us will be on a trajectory to survival, while others will be on 

a trajectory to extinction. 

What we mean by natural selection is reproduction instead of death. Almost no one will 

have to die after AI comes by. Organ repair and cloning techniques will make the human body 

practically perpetual, but we may still decide to set some cutoff point and say that nobody will be 

allowed to live longer than 120 years. How many people shall we let live on the Earth? We may 

keep them at 7 billion or increase the number to 70 or even 700 billion, but any case we will need 

to set some limit because in a congested world people will be mutually disruptive to their affairs, 

moreover there will not be any space left for other species. 

What are we going to do after AI is here? Since we will not have to work in order to make 

our living, the only meaningful mission would be to engage in reproduction. Although 

reproduction has been and continues to be key today, in today’s world we need to work before we 

can reproduce. When working will not be important anymore, money will become irrelevant 

because it will lose its basic function as a measure of how good people are at their jobs. Then, 

which criterion will drive natural selection? The criteria now are: intellect, beauty, health, 

education, strength, bravery, swiftness, honesty, religion and worldview. 

Strength and swiftness were very important in the past, but now, when machines are much 

stronger and swifter than us humans, these two traits are not the most important ones. When 

machines become smarter than us, intellect will not be the most important criterion, either. 

Bravery is a complicated criterion. On one side, brave people win, but on the other side the 

bravest ones tend to brake their necks. Honesty is similar. The most successful businesspeople 

and politicians are those who rarely shine with honesty, but the most dishonest ones end up in 

jail. From an evolution advantage in the past, education now tends to be a disadvantage. My 

teacher of fine arts used to say that the percentage of spinster women among university graduates 

is much higher than the average, and when a lady makes it to a doctoral degree the situation 

becomes nothing short of desperate. In other words, should education continue to be a virtue and 

should the more educated people be given more chances? 

As regards health, good health is certainly valuable, but if everyone is healthy it cannot be 

a criterion. Beauty is another very important criterion, but it is very subjective. Who will sort out 

the beautiful from the ugly? Given that deep cosmetic corrections are available even now, with 

AI we will able to craft our appearance whichever way we like. 

Who will determine the new natural selection criteria? Perhaps we should leave this to the 

smarter one, i.e. AI? The gardener is the one to decide which flower is nice, worth to propagate 

and have more space in the garden. If we, humans, want to be the criteria setters, then we should 

consider what will happen. In this case religion and worldview will be the most important 

criteria. The dominant worldview will have the upper hand and provide better opportunities to 

those who share the religion of the majority.  
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Conclusion 
This PhD thesis leads to certain conclusions. The main conclusion is that Artificial 

Intelligence is around the corner and will soon be here to change fundamentally the way we live. 

The main change will be that the price of labor will be zero. We are accustomed to the 

fact that due to technical progress labor becomes increasingly cheaper. For example, digging a pit 

was costly when people used to dig manually, but now when we have excavators this cost has 

dropped dramatically. We are accustomed to the fact that goods become increasingly cheaper in 

the market because the labor component of their cost continually decreases over time. For the 

sake of clarity we will say that cheaper goods do not cost less money, but less of something 

which remains invariable, such as gold (although gold also gets cheaper since machines excavate 

a lot more gold than people were ever able to mine manually). We are accustomed to the fact that 

labor gets cheaper, but are not ready for the time when the price labor will be zero. 

A sequel of this PhD thesis and of its main conclusion is Dobrev’s patent (2021a). The 

patent describes a traffic management scheme for automated metro systems (automated means 

that trains travel autonomously without train drivers). An automated metro system is not AI just 

as an automated coffee maker is not AI, either. Certainly, automated metro is something more 

complex than an automated coffee maker, but still it is not AI. We already know what AI is 

because in this PhD thesis there is a definition of Artificial Intelligence. Thus, we already know 

or at least the author thinks he knows what AI is. 

Dobrev’s patent (2021a) is not a direct outcome of this PhD thesis, but the reason for its 

creation is the main conclusion made here. When labor will cost nothing it will not make sense to 

invest in labor. Most inventions aim to save some human labor. All these inventions will become 

meaningless. Dobrev’s patent (2021a) aims to save time and energy – these are resources which 

will remain valuable even when AI is up and running. Certainly, energy will also become free of 

charge when nuclear fusion reactors come online, but time will remain a valuable resource and 

we will continue our efforts to make things more time-efficient. 

In 1988 the Bulgarian city of Varna hosted a logic conference dedicated to the 90th 

anniversary of Arend Heyting. Among the attendees there was a former assistant of Turing. His 

name was Gandhi and he was the doyen of the conference. He told us a story: Before the war 

Turing decided to convert all his savings in silver and bury his silver somewhere in the ground, 

hoping to offset the anticipated devaluation of money. He was reluctant to invest in other assets 

such as buildings because no one knew which buildings would be intact when the war ends. 

Thus, Turing’s decision to buy silver is not a direct sequel of the war, but came as an 

indirect consequence of his anticipations related to the war. Similarly, Dobrev’s patent (2021a) is 

not a direct sequel of this PhD thesis, but its creation and the investment in obtaining a patent 

were motivated by the main conclusion made in this PhD thesis. 

Then Gandhi continued his story and told us that Turing meanwhile forgot the place 

where he had hidden his silver. After the end of the war he made numerous attempts to find it, 

but, unfortunately, without success. Gandhi himself went on some of Turing’s silver searching 

expeditions. 

The conclusion is that we may try to prepare for major future events such as war or the 

advent of AI, but these efforts would hardly be successful. The sheer magnitude of such events 

makes it very difficult for people to figure out which policy is the best to follow. 
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